
CB750 Forward Control Installation Instructions 
 

1.) Remove the LH side front motor mount bolt.     
2.) Insert supplied ½"x5” bolts into each bracket from kit. Install LH forward control bracket with 
supplied spacer plate and 10mmx90mm bolt into engine mount location with the nut removed 
from the factory bolt in step 1.  Install the 1-1/4” U bolt with 2 washers on each stud between the 

bracket spacer plate and U bolt strap, see figure 2. Be sure to use threadlocker (loctite) on all 
fasteners. 
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3. Remove the RH side motor mount bolt along with the 2 bolts securing the motor mount bracket 
to the frame. Install RH forward control bracket using the factory motor mount bracket in its 
original location as a spacer between the forward control bracket and the frame. Additional shims 
may be required between the forward control bracket and the motor mount bracket to achieve 
correct clearance, washers are ideal for this. Fasten the bracket in place with the supplied 
10mmx55mm bolt in the motor bolt location. Reuse the longer of the frame bolts previously 
removed in the lower frame bolt location. Install the supplied 8mmx70mm bolt in the upper frame 
bolt location and reuse factory nut. Apply threadlocker to all fasteners. 
4.) Fabricate linkage rods for the shifter and brake using TC Bros Choppers universal linkage kit 
or equivalent. The stock shifter and brake pedal will need modified to attach linkage rods. A 5/16” 
hole must also be drilled thru the end of the shifter to attach the linkage rod. See figure 3 & 4. 
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5.) The stock brake lever will need shortened while retaining the brake stop. Once shortened, the 
brake tab supplied with the kit will need welded in place. Exact placement will depend upon the 
exhaust being stock or aftermarket. See figure 5 & 6. Note that a shorter lever has less travel but 



requires more pressure and a longer lever has more travel but requires less pressure. Final joint 
placement is dependent upon end user preference, linkage orientation, and equipment 
clearances. The shifter and brake modifications illustrated are not the only way to fasten linkage, 
they are merely one simple way of accomplishing it.  Once again be sure to use threadlocker on 
all fasteners! 
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Be sure to check out   www.tcbroschoppers.com 
 

 
 


